
Presenter
Presentation Notes
To share more, in a minute I’ll introduce Tracie Winbigler, our CFO who recently joined us from National Geographic. But before we move on, we need to do some housekeeping. Our membership needs to approve the minutes of the annual members’ meeting of 2015. (At the check-in table there were copies of the meeting minutes.) I’d like to ask for a motion to approve them. [Motion from Marc Berejka and second from Laura Swapp] All those in favor say “Aye.”  All those opposed say “Nay.” The ayes have it; the minutes are approved.  Thank you!SEGUE TO TRACIE
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AGENDA

Who is REI?

Sustainability at REI

REI does not stand alone

Customers choose sustainability

Technology and Sustainability

Takeaways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access to the Outdoors. We help people find joy outdoors by creating access. Whether we’re providing the best gear, sharing expertise, or investing millions in stewarding the places we love, our co-op offers people the opportunity and confidence to step outside. More than $8.5 million went back to nonprofits working to create access to outdoor placesMulti-year, multi-million dollar partnership with the National Park Service and National Park Foundation to celebrate the centennial – the largest-magnitude project we’ve invested in to dateNearly 254,000 people participated in REI Outdoor School programs and classes – an increase of more than 40 percent on 2014The REI Foundation invested $1 million in 21st Century Conservation Service Corps to support stewardship projects in 19 national parksToday our DC’s are 97% landfill freeSustainability is Core to the Co-op. It’s how we think about the long-term health of the outdoors, helping us imagine the positive, lasting impact we can have, and allows us to think about our legacy.  As an enabler of outdoor experiences, we run our business in a responsible, purposeful way that takes into account how we use limited natural resourcesStaying true to our values, we are committed to sustainable design and construction with all of our facilitiesSustainability demands constant progress because it means nurturing that which existed before us and striving to leave it better, long after we are gone
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>1 MILLION NEW 
MEMBERS

$2.7 B IN REVENUE 72% OF PROFITS 
GIVEN BACK

• $185M DIVIDENDS
• $70M EMPLOYEES
• ~ $9M OUTDOORS

WHAT IS SUCCESS
AS A CO-OP, OUR MEASURE OF SUCCESS MAY LOOK DIFFERENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRACIEHello everyone! I’m excited to join the co-op as an employee.As the co-op grows profitably, we can invest back into and better advocate for the outdoors.  2015 was a year of sustainable growth: a record number of people—more than 1 million—joined the co-op. That’s a really encouraging number, as growing our membership is a powerful way we invite people into the outdoor community. We reported record annual revenues of $2.4 billion in 2015, a 9.31 percent increase from $2.2 billion in 2014. That’s considering our shift from a 52-week financial year to a 53-week one; if we compare 52 weeks to 52 weeks, we grew nearly 11%. Comparable store sales, which include direct to consumer sales, were up 7 percent and digital sales grew by nearly 23 percent. Given the dynamic state of retail, we are happy to see that kind of healthy growth. As Cheryl said, it’s not just about financial metrics. In fact, people and society make up three-quarters of how we evaluate success. In 2015, more than 72 percent of REI’s profits from 2015 went back to members, employees and nonprofit partners. That’s a big investment in our community; let me share some more detail.
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SUSTAINABILITY
REI CONNECTS PEOPLE WITH THE OUTDOORS…THAT'S WHY WE ARE MINDFUL IN ALL OUR BUSINESS 
ACTIVITIES, STRIVING TO DO THE RIGHT THING AND TO LIVE UP TO OUR MEMBERS' EXPECTATIONS.

Sustainable Operations
• 100% Renewable Energy
• Sustainable packaging
• Zero waste to landfill by 2020
• Sustainable Paper

Product Sustainability
• Organic Gotton
• Animal Welfare & Outdoor Gear
• Bluesign
• Fair Trade USA Certified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access to the Outdoors. We help people find joy outdoors by creating access. Whether we’re providing the best gear, sharing expertise, or investing millions in stewarding the places we love, our co-op offers people the opportunity and confidence to step outside. More than $8.5 million went back to nonprofits working to create access to outdoor placesMulti-year, multi-million dollar partnership with the National Park Service and National Park Foundation to celebrate the centennial – the largest-magnitude project we’ve invested in to dateNearly 254,000 people participated in REI Outdoor School programs and classes – an increase of more than 40 percent on 2014The REI Foundation invested $1 million in 21st Century Conservation Service Corps to support stewardship projects in 19 national parksToday our DC’s are 97% landfill freeSustainability is Core to the Co-op. It’s how we think about the long-term health of the outdoors, helping us imagine the positive, lasting impact we can have, and allows us to think about our legacy.  As an enabler of outdoor experiences, we run our business in a responsible, purposeful way that takes into account how we use limited natural resourcesStaying true to our values, we are committed to sustainable design and construction with all of our facilitiesSustainability demands constant progress because it means nurturing that which existed before us and striving to leave it better, long after we are gone



What part does sustainability play at your 
companies?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
REI does not stand alone…Is your approach more than an RFP response?
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http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2015/green-generation-millennials-say-sustainability-is-a-shopping-priority.html


How is the voice of the customer influencing 
your strategy?
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SUSTAINABLE BY DESIGN



Design Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Design ApproachBill:  The Design Charrette was introduced to REI by RMI Rocky Mountain Institute.The Charrette process requires deep collaboration giving way to the outrageous and honing in to the feasible Craig:  Tell us a little about how you felt going in to the Charrette and what got you onboard with the approach?Integrated Build approach and schedule introduced risk as the builder.The power is in the floor because demarcation of electrical panels was decided early.  Benefits? We had to lead through some challenges where “standard “ practice was not standard.  How did the Charrette process create a working relationship to solve problems?Chris:  The integrated process challenged the MHE design.  What were the benefits to DMW&H?	Influence placement of the columns to design the building around the OSR vs. customization of the OSR.Did this save footprint and therefore real estate costs?Did this require early engineering?Rick:  What was the intent of REI in this design approach?Business done differentlyPartnership not Vendors



Sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SustainabilityBill:  The Design Charrette was also a key success factor for achieving the sustainability goalsRick: Explain how the team tested for energy conservation methodsInitial power demand assumptions The constraint was roof spaceA ground mounted system although feasible encroached on the LEED certificationRick:  Net Zero is an amazing outcome, but what about ROI?Producing more than we useSell excess back to the power company (up to 25%)25 year life solar system5 year ROI20 years of free powerChris:  What was the challenge of modelling the energy demand of the MHE?Never been doneEngineers tend to hedge when facing uncertainty24 volt motors and other innovations that reduced energy demandCraig:  Tell us about construction approach that was a unique challengeNot TRC’s first LEED building so the common practices were well understoodUnconventional needs:No roof space to install HVACEvolution of cooling systems



Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TechnologyRick:  Let’s focus on the “production environment.  That is the handling of each touches.  What inspired the “one touch” vision?Chris:  In the video you share your worldwide search to meet the challenge Rick laid out.  Tell us how KNAPP emerged as the right fit?Not plug and playLeveraged the Charrette process into the software design Unique code:  Challenges:  Decant must be accurate to enable no scanning in the balance of the processWe have seen 99.99% accuracy in auditStarvation – System needs to be optimized or ROI is not achievableRick:  What have been the success factors in the optimization of the system for REI?Discretionary effort of the partnersTheory of business was the yardstick to measure successInternal resources were agile, yes IT and agile can be said in the same sentenceRick:  Really cool technology integration, but it had to come at a price?  ROI associated with incremental investment Positive ROI created because fewer people were required in the production environment 8 people can achieve more than 2880 picks per hour or 6k -7k units dependent on order densityThe incremental investment has a 4-5 year ROI paid for by variable labor cost savings 



How are your companies innovating sustainable 
solutions?
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Are your innovations proprietary or open 
sourced?
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Takeaways:

 A clear corporate strategy aligns with customer expectations

 It’s not a “millenial thing”

 Technology and innovation can be catalysts for sustainable  
choices

 Our industry will move faster if thought leadership is open 
sourced
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